
OUR DELICIOUS FORMULATED CATERING RANGE
INCREDIBLE FLAVOUR FILLED BRAAI & MEAT SPICE MIXES

With complimentsWith compliments



PROUDLY FAMOUS FOR OUR FLAVOURS

ABOUT MEGALICIOUS
Catercorp is a specialist in formulating flavour-filled and tailor-made catering mixes under our Megalicious range. 
Especially formulated and designed for the food and hospitality industries. It is extensively used throughout South 

Africa and abroad in well-known restaurants, butcheries, canteens, airlines and caterers.

• Megalicious is specially formulated for all catering menu requirements  
• Quality product at affordable prices • Unique flavour profiles

For more information contact us:
T: (+27) 11-887-5717  E: info@catercorp.co.za

www.catercorp.co.za
Follow us on Facebook: @catercorp & Instagram: @catercorp_za

An aromatic spice containing a combination of 
spices and seeds.

CALIFORNIA SPRINKLE

A delectrable rub created from a perfect 
combination of spices and herbs.

MEGA RUB

The perfect spice from which to create a smokey 
biltong flavour.

SMOKEY BILTONG SPICE

A robust blend of herbs and spices perfect for 
enhancing the natural flavour of meat.

STEAK SIZZLER

MEAT RUBS & SPRINKLES

A perfectly balanced mix to create delicious 
boerewors and enhance the natural flavours.

BOEREWORS MIX

A rich and hearty beef stew mix offering deep 
aromatic flavours.

BEEF STEW MIX

A delicious chicken flavoured stew mix enhanced 
with aromatic herbs & spices.

CHICKEN STEW MIX

A robust onion gravy with onions pieces and 
tantalizing flavours.

ONION GRAVY

A mild yellow curry with aromatic flavours.
YELLOW CURRY MIX

MEAL MIXES

A multipurpose food seasoning, offering 
well-rounded aromatic flavour.

AROMATE

Strong white cheddar and chives flavoured 
sprinkle.

BBQ

Strong white cheddar and chives flavoured 
sprinkle.

CHEESE & CHIVES

Dried aromatic chillies. Perfect on pizzas and to 
add a bit of a bite to any meal.

CHILLI PIZZA CUT

A fresh herb blended seasoning with rich savoury 
notes of rosemary and olive.

ROSEMARY & OLIVE

SPICES

A robust chutney flavoured sprinkle.
CHUTNEY SPRINKLE

Citrus flavoured pepper sprinkle with a dash of 
savoury flavours.

LEMON PEPPER SPRINKLE

Authentic Salt & Vinegar flavouring that can be 
used in a variety of dishes.

SALT & VINEGAR SPRINKLE

A multipurpose seasoning with strong Worcester 
Sauce and savoury notes. Perfect on any dish.

WORCESTER SAUCE SPRINKLE

SPRINKLES


